
Wheels on
Attach the rear wheels (2):  Press the ‘nib spring’ A
on each axle and slide axle into axle tube. Align nib
spring and hole in tube - ensure nib pops into hole.
These nibs hold the wheels in place.  Remove wheels
as required.  Do not use the buggy if the nib
spring does not pop through, contact us.

Attach front wheel:  Pull swivel wheel lock on pipe
out, insert J-bar all the way; release swivel lock.
Reverse procedure to remove J-bar as required. To
test - lift front wheel up - do not use the buggy if the
wheel falls out.  Repeat procedure.

Useful Information
Check the anti-fly straps are properly secured and
the safety wrist strap is properly attached.

IMPORTANT: Avoid serious injury from falling
or sliding out. Always use the safety harness.
Apply wheel brakes when parking the buggy or
when loading or unloading chi ldren.

Setting the handle
Your E3 Buggy  has two handle positions.
To adjust: Disconnect the snap fasteners (S) on each
side (secures seat to frame) and move seat down
frame; press both nib springs (N) on each side of the
handle, and slide handle off; turn handle over; re-
insert into frame.  IMPORTANT: ensure nib springs
(N) pop through into holes in frame. Test the handle
does not release from frame.  Re-attach the snap
fasteners (S).  Use same procedure to install.

Foot well
This attaches to the frame with snaps.  It also holds
the front of the parcel tray. To replace, undo the
snaps, remove, replace.  The foot well is a high wear
area;  replacements can be purchased from your
dealer.

Parcel tray
This is secured to the frame with snaps (rear) and
the foot well (forward). Do not overload the parcel
tray. A maximum of 3kg/7lbs.

Sunhood
Use the hook/loop tape (underside at hood rear) to
hold the sunhood flat.  Use the lower snaps on the
hood to hold when upright.  The hood can be removed.
Undo snaps at top of hood; angle hood forward; gently
slide wire ends from frame.  Note that the wire ends
fit a slot on the frame and will only remove if in-line
with the slot.  Do not force the wire out - it will damage
the slot.  Note that the windows in the hood are lined
with a sun mesh of a lower shade factor than buggy
fabric.  Always use sun cream and clothing for
protect ion of chi ldren in d i rect  sunl ight.

Brakes
Always apply the brakes when parking your buggy.
To brake, push your foot down on the top of the brake
wire.  A spring action forces the wire into a cog on
the wheel.  You may need to rock the buggy a little
to set each end of the brake wire into the wheel. To
release the brake, lift the brake wire up and forward
on either side.  Never remove or adjust brake parts.
This must done by an authorised technician.

Safety wrist strap
Your buggy is very free wheeling so the safety wrist
strap should be worn at all times.  Take special care
when using your buggy in high winds, mounting kerbs,
walking down hills or on rough terrain. The snap
fastener attaches around the front wheel to keep
buggy folded as required.

Safety harness
The breastplate is padded with an adjustable harness.
Always secure your child with the harness.  To fasten:
click the 4 buckles into the buckle ends on the
breastplate; adjust each shoulder and waist strap for
a firm fit; thread the straps back through the plastic
keepers to lock them in place; adjust the crotch strap
(under or over the fabric loop) for a better fit, as
desired.  Warning: ensure harness is used and
properly adjusted at all times.

Swivel wheel auto-lock
To fix the front wheel, turn the swivel lock (under the
foot well), so that the small hole on the underside of
the black cap meets the pin. It will click into place.
Set the wheel to trail straight; the lock will again click
into place. The wheel is now fixed.

seat back to fabric.

Recline seat  Unzip the zips inside the seat to recline.
Do not unzip fully (leave 1cm/0.5“ otherwise you will
need to re-join the zips). This position is not
recommended for newborns who need to lie FLAT.
Refer newborn instructions.  Note that it is easier to
zip up the seat without a child in the buggy.

Sibling Buggy (carry baby and toddler)

Important: The sibling setup is an accessory (part
of the doubles kit - DK).

Making the sibling buggy

Put the brakes on. Undo the buckles behind the main
seat (C1 & C2). Unzip fully the zip on each side of the
main seat. Refer Newborn buggy (10).
Insert plastic double hinges into the end of the DK
frame. Ensure button springs engage by popping
into holes on frame.

Remove the pull-bar from frame by pressing the button
springs underneath the side tubes. Insert the doubles
bar into the side tubes by way of the plastic hinges.
Ensure the button springs engage correctly. The double
bar will rest on the frame of the main seat.
The buggy is able to be folded in the sibling position.

When unfolding ensure the main lock pins
engage correctly and all button springs are fully
engaged.

WARNING: Do not use double kit or double
hinges without button springs engaged.

Place baby forward only - feet towards front wheel.
Use plastic backflap as desired (10)

Double Buggy (carry 2 children - not
infants)

Not recommended for child under 6 months old.
Never use the Double Kit without a child in the
front seat.

Put the brakes on. Align tube ends of DK with supports
on buggy frame.  Depress the nib spring on each
support and slide DK fully onto the supports.
IMPORTANT: The double bar must be the correct way
up. Button springs face up - see photo - check
button springs engage fully.

Load the heavier child in the front seat first. Then
place the lighter child in DK. Always unload child in
front after child in DK has alighted. Secure children
firmly with adjusted safety harnesses.

To remove the doubles kit:  Put the brakes on.  Depress
the nib springs on each side of the doubles bar.  Pull
bar out.

Warning: Do not use DK as a handle to push or
hold the buggy.

Warning: Ensure the parcel tray is securely in place
as this is the footrest for the rear doubles position.

Using the Double storm cover and sun/insect
mesh cover
Unfold the cover.  Place over the sunhood, and attach
using the snaps on each side or the hook/loop under
the foot well. Press together the snaps at the rear of
the cover, forming a roof for the rear seat.  Fold/unfold
covers carefully - plastic may harden and crack when
cold.
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To return to swivel mode: pull the black cap out, and
half turn. The black cap rests on the pin, letting the
wheel swivel.  Fix wheel when traversing or on soft
sand.

Folding and Unfolding
Before you go
Check that no parts are damaged.  Ensure all locks
engage before use.  Check the fabric is sitting in the
correct p lace and the snaps are secure.

Set up from folded position
Set all three buggy wheels on the ground.  Extend
the front wheel fully. Lift the handle up until the auto-
locks on both sides of the frame click into the holes
on each end of the handle. They lock the frame. Make
sure both auto-locks click ! Check that each lock
extends fully through its hole, so that the frame is
locked upright. Apply brakes before loading.

To fold the buggy - reverse the procedure above.
Auto-locks on handle section are tight. To release,
with palm of hands on the frame directly above the
auto-locks push down; then release auto-locks by
pushing in with fingers. Fold frame.  Ensure front
wheel is in swivel mode. Attach the snap fastener
under the footwell around the front wheel to hold
buggy folded.

9A Folding - UK only
Release auto-locks by pulling with thumb and forefinger
on one side and pressing in on the other. Fold frame.

Make sure children are clear of E3 Buggy   before
folding, erecting or adjusting the buggy.  Take
care to avoid catching fingers in main folding
mechanism. Injury may result.

Newborn buggy (carry a baby)

A baby is generally comfortable in the newborn position
for 3 - 6 months. The newborn position is part of the
main seat (MS).

Making the  Newborn ideal  pos i t ion
With the buggy set up ready to go, apply the brakes.
Undo the clips (C1 & C2) behind the seat.  The back
of the seat will recline almost flat.  Unzip fully each
side of the main seat for completely flat newborn bed.
Ensure the head board is upright and not folded under.
Insert  buggy l iner accessory as des i red.

Lie the infant flat in the newborn position. Face baby
forward. Secure child firmly with adjusted safety
harness.

Using the clear plastic back flap
Attach the clear plastic back-flap using hook/loop tape
(as desired).  The back-flap can be rolled up and held
with hook/loop tape at the top.  WARNING:  Never
allow the plastic to fall over the child.

Using the storm cover or sun-insect mesh cover
(single size)  Unfold the cover carefully. Place over
sunhood. Attach snaps around handle on each side.
Attach cover to front using snaps around handle on
sides. Note that the sun-insect mesh also has a
backflap - apply in the same way as the clear plastic
back flap above. Fold/unfold covers carefully - plastic
may harden and crack when cold.

Using the newborn cocoon
This accessory is ideal for newborns, making
transportation easy and safe.  With the buggy set up
ready to go, apply the brakes.  Unzip cocoon top and
make baby comfortable inside.  Set-up buggy in
newborn position (as above) and lie cocoon in buggy.
Face baby either towards or away from you. Clip
cocoon to buggy using the buckles on each side.
Use for newborn or sibling buggy

Toddler Buggy (carry a child)

This position is generally comfortable for a child from
3 - 6 months, once they are strong enough to support
their head.

Setting up from newborn position The toddler
position is part of the main seat (MS) which was used
for the newborn position.  Remove and store the clear
plastic back-flap.  Do up the zips on each side of the
main seat. Gather up the fabric side panels of the
main seat and do up the two buckles (C1 & C2) behind
(see 10).  Fold the head board between the fabric
layers. Use the buckles inside headboard to secure
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Removeable pull bar

Your E3 buggy has been supplied with
the pull bar in place. If you wish to remove
it (15), ensure the bungs provided are
inserted into the bar ends of your buggy.
Ensure button springs engage fully
before use

9A UK only
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